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Isaiah 64:1-9; Mark 13:24-37  
 

“O that you would tear open the heavens and come down, so that the mountains would quake at your 

presence… that you would make your name known to your adversaries, so that the nations might tremble at 

your presence…” 

This cry goes up from the prophet Isaiah and the people of Israel in our Old Testament reading for this 1st 

Sunday of Advent.  This cry or lament has been echoed by individuals / even nations throughout the ages:  

“We need you, God!  Where are you?!?!  Come down… and intervene in this mess we have made.  Come 

down and make your presence known, God, like you used to!  We need you!  Pease do something!” 

The season of Advent is our time to reflect upon our need for / yearning for God’s coming.   

On our Advent wreath, there are four blue candles—one for each Sunday leading up to Christmas (the 

white candle in the middle).  With the first candle lit, we are reminded that a new year has begun for us, in 

the church… that we are on a very different timetable from the rest of the world.  Our calendar focuses on 

the life of Christ – and what his life tells us about our own lives—with God… and with one another.   

It is noticeable here, in the Northern Hemisphere, that this new year of ours begins in the dark.  From 

midsummer (June 21st) on, the days get shorter as the earth spins away from the sun.  With the end of 

daylight savings time, nighttime seems to take over as it gets dark earlier and earlier.  By the time the earth 

rounds the bend on December 21st (the shortest day of the year), “daylight” lasts only 8 or 9 hours for us.   

So, one thing the season of Advent tells us is that it will get darker before it gets light.  Each week we will 

light new candles, but even as we light them, the darkness around us will increase.  We know the light will 

come again, just like we know that God will be born in a stable in Bethlehem on Christmas day (and in that 

we celebrate!).   

BUT, now, we wait – in the dark… Now, we wait and watch – “awake” / alert to all that is going on around 

us… Now, we wait and work – without losing hope.   

That, in a sense, is what Jesus told his disciples in the 13th chapter of Mark.  Only 4 of them are there to 

hear him—Peter, James, John, and Andrew—his “inner circle”… the first 4 to put down their nets and 

follow him.  They had just walked with Jesus to the Mount of Olives, where they sat down with him… 

looking across the Kidron Valley at the great walled city of Jerusalem… with the Temple at its highest point.   

Jesus had told them that the whole place would come tumbling down one day soon; they, of course, 

wanted him to tell them when.   

How would they know when?!   

That is when Jesus told them about the sun being darkened… the moon being snuffed out… the stars falling 

from the sky… and the Son of Man coming in the clouds with great power and glory.  He did NOT say this to 

scare them.  He said it to comfort them.  He knew that they needed to know that even something as 

frightening as all that was in God’s hands.   

When things around them collapsed / were torn down and destroyed… when every light in the sky went 

dark, they were to remember what he had told them.  They were to remember that God rules over the 

darkness as well as the light.  And they were to stay “awake” and watch—even in the darkness—for his 

coming in the clouds.   
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By the time Mark wrote this gospel some 30 years later or so, it seemed like this was all coming true.  The 

headlines were as bad then as they are now.  Jerusalem lay in ruins.  The Temple had been destroyed.  

Families were being torn apart by conflicting loyalties.  False “messiahs” were claiming exclusive access to 

the mind of God.  Everything seemed to be falling apart!  And… those who followed / believed in Jesus must 

have wondered if they had been fooled.   

Surely, this was NOT the way things were supposed to turn out!  Surely, this was NOT what God intended—

NOT this chaos and upheaval… NOT this division and destruction… NOT this darkness… 

That is when Mark told them the story again, writing it down so they would NOT forget how Jesus, himself, 

had foretold it.  How he had tried to tell them that they could NOT have the new world / the “kingdom” 

that he brought… without letting go of the old one…   

It was… and still is… the good news of “what is to come”—a piece of the gospel that most of us don’t really 

want to think about / would just as soon forget.  But there it is.   

So, the God who first came as a tiny baby in Bethlehem… will come again, one day, with great power and 

glory to usher in the full reign of God… to gather God’s people from “the ends of the earth to the ends of 

heaven” (13:27).   

But what do we do with this in-between time?  How do we handle the waiting and watching… especially 

when things seem to be falling apart all around us?!  I think it might help us to consider just how familiar 

God’s people are with “waiting.”  I mean, God rarely goes directly from point A to point B.  No matter how 

much we might want and demand the “immediate” / “instant”… God seems, most often, to act in less 

direct, more roundabout ways.   

- God promises Abram and Sarai descendants as numerous as the stars, but they have to wander and 

deal with many challenges and trials before Isaac is finally born.   

- Joseph is sold into slavery and imprisoned before be rises to power in Egypt… and eventually 

reconciles with his family.   

- The Israelites are slaves for hundreds of years before God “hears the cries of God’s people” and 

delivers them from Egypt.  And then they have to wander in the wilderness for 40 years before God 

allows them to enter the Promised Land.   

- The anointed David has to run for his life from King Saul before he becomes king.   

- The nation of Israel is cast into exile in Babylon and suffers for years before they are allowed to 

return to Jerusalem… to rebuild the Temple... and their lives.   

See the pattern?  A lot more lag time than immediate action.  A lot more “waiting” than God tearing open 

the heavens and coming down.  These are stories of endurance… of patiently (or not so patiently) waiting 

and praying and hoping that God will act.   

We can learn from this biblical pattern of lag time… and “waiting.”  First and foremost – God will act.  Delay 

does NOT mean that God is NOT at work, or uncaring or asleep.  God will act… but in God’s own time and in 

God’s own way – NOT ours!   

So, our job is to wait confidently, knowing… trusting that God will act.  Our job is wait and watch, as Jesus 

says—NOT “watch out” (or live in trepidation or fear), but “watch” (expectantly / in hope).  Our job is to 

stay alert, paying close attention to what is happening around us.  Our job is to stay “awake” and engaged… 
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to keep doing what we are called to do… to not grow complacent or lazy.  Our job is to watch and wait and 

work, so we are NOT found sleeping when the master comes back.   

The One who is coming is NOT an enemy… BUT a friend / a savior.  He may come in the light, but he may 

also come in the evening, or at midnight, or at 3 in the morning, or at dawn.  Darkness will NOT stop him!  

And it doesn’t have to stop us either!   

Dear friends, the 1st advent of Jesus has already happened… and all of our waiting and watching and 

working now should be shaped by that.   

In the mini-parable that closes this teaching, there is an interesting “foreshadowing” of Jesus’ Passion.  

Notice, Jesus says, that the servants or slaves do not know when their master will come back, whether in 

the evening, or at midnight, or at cockcrow, or at dawn.   

That is how Mark divides the scenes that lead up to Jesus’ crucifixion.   

1.  The Last Supper, beginning: “When it was evening, he came with the twelve…” (14:17) 

2. Jesus’ prayer in the garden and his betrayal: “And once more he came and found them sleeping, for 

their eyes were heavy” (14:40).  Why are they so tired?  Because it was the middle of the night.   

3. Peter’s denial just as the cock crowed for the second time (14:71-72a) 

4. And then Jesus is delivered to Pilate “as soon as it was morning” (15:1) – at dawn.   

Mark also uses the Greek verb to “to rend or tear asunder”—the word that is used to translate Isaiah’s 

plea—at two significant places: Jesus’ baptism when the heavens are torn apart and Spirit comes down… 

and at his death when the curtain in the Temple is torn.   

I think Mark intentionally depicts Jesus as declaring that his “advent” (coming)—when the heavens shake 

and the sun is darkened—occurs precisely at that moment when he is nailed to the cross… when we see 

God’s love poured out for us… and all the world.   

And I think Mark is inviting us to imagine that whenever Jesus may come again—whether it is soon or 

sometime in the distant future—all of our anticipation and preparation for his 2nd “advent” should be 

shaped by his 1st “advent”—as a tiny, vulnerable baby and as a man who goes to the cross out of love for us 

/ all the world.   

Even more, I think Mark is inviting us to look for Jesus—here and now—in similar places of vulnerability… 

brokenness… and need.  Like the man in the parable who left home and put his slaves in charge, “each with 

his work,” Jesus has left us with work to do.  This waiting time is NOT idle time for us.  Until Christ comes 

again, God’s kingdom will come incrementally… in small ways through us—whenever a hungry person is 

fed… whenever one who is thirsty is given a cup of water… whenever a stranger is welcomed… whenever 

one who naked is clothed… whenever a sick person is cared for… whenever a prisoner is visited…   

Our calling is NOT to withdraw / hide away, to live in fear of the darkness around us.  Our calling is to look 

for (and find) Jesus in the needs of those around us… and to be “awake” to God’s presence and provision to 

our own needs… to wait and watch for the One who will come with healing in his wings…  

What we learn from scripture is that God’s lag time often results in growth and new vision.   

May that be true for us.   


